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Is It Time to “Flip” to Vacation Rentals?
Robert Chou flipped more than 1,200 properties in four states during the past decade. In
the process Robert built a small fortune for himself and his investors.
His secret to success?
“Buying right is the key. But to buy right you need to know what
your exit plan is for each property,” Robert believes.
That has a lot to do with investor expectations, but also
understanding the best usage for a property. For Robert,
successful flipping comes down to a few factors that simply
have to be managed correctly, including buying well below fair
market value, controlling the costs of repairs and upgrades and
exiting as quickly as possible to minimize holding costs.
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For a time in the recent past, all of those factors worked beautifully together for Robert
and his team, allowing them to make consistently high returns on nearly every property.
From 2009-2011 Robert was
acquiring 25-30 properties a month.
“Banks had all these foreclosures on
their books and were very motivated
to move them. They’d rather take
losses than risk going over the
reserve requirements put in place
after the 2007-2008 meltdown,”
Robert recalls. “It was not
uncommon to offer fifty to sixty
cents on the dollar and get the
property.”
From there, a “lipstick” repair and a good marketing team was all that was needed to
quickly sell the property at a high profit. Robert remembers that in those halcyon days
many of the homes he acquired at 50% or more below market value were like new.
“People had bought in 2004-2006 and were in foreclosure by 2009. Properties had very
little wear and tear so repairs and upgrades were often minimal.” Work crews were also
more efficient and less costly than they are today because there was an abundance of fixup contractors vying for jobs.
A cottage industry grew rapidly around these favorable conditions. It seemed like
everyone was flipping properties and doing fairly well. But a few years ago the conditions
that had made flipping so easy and popular changed. The first thing Robert, an
experienced finance professional, noticed was a change in the banks’ selling practices.
“As their inventories of foreclosures dwindled, the prices offered rose,” Robert
remembers. “That tightened our potential profit margins and made us far more careful
on the acquisitions side.” Robert had plenty of cash to deploy, but fewer opportunities to
deploy it profitably. “There were simply fewer good deals out there and a lot of the
properties we were looking at were not in that ‘almost like new’ condition.” That meant
the upgrade costs would be higher at the same time as the sales prices offered by banks
were also rising. “It got to a point that in southern California, our primary market, we
couldn't even turn a profit on many properties.”
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That’s when Robert and his partners realized the party was over. “I found it ironic,” he
says, “that just as the popularity of flipping peaked, with all those reality shows fueling so
many people into the market hoping to make easy profits, we could already see that the
days of consistently high profits were mostly over.” Several additional factors have also
contributed to the fall of the flipping boom. Millennials, now just reaching the age where
home ownership was a major goal of past generations, are far less likely to take on debt
to own property. Boomers are mostly in retirement now, far more apt to be sellers than
buyers. Credit and income requirements are stiffer for new buyers. There are fewer
“traditional” home-buying families than in the past as Gen X, Gen Y and Millennial
denizens marry later or adopt a single lifestyle.

All of these factors contribute to lower demand for home purchases and in many cases
depressed prices. “There is no question that housing markets in some cities have
recovered from the big collapse a decade ago,” Robert says, “but we are seeing a
flattening of prices in even those markets that is well below the peak of the early 2000’s.”
Robert believes that flipping strategies are changing from a financial perspective as a
result. “Flippers have had to change their thinking, from the ‘buy-low, sell-high quickly’
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mentality to a greater focus on generating modest long-term profits from holding
properties and renting them.” While that strategy can generate income, it is not the type
of aggressive profit-taking that lured billions of investor dollars into the flipping niche a
decade ago. “Smart capital is finding other avenues,” Robert says, “new opportunities in
real estate that can generate higher returns than the ‘hold-rent’ strategy offers.”

Robert always had an analytical mind focused around efficiency and “making every dollar
count” as he puts it. While a high school student, Robert worked a part-time job selling
popcorn and tickets for a major theater company. His work ethic and efficiency ideas
caught the attention of superiors and he was slowly promoted through the ranks. By the
time he was an engineering student at the University of California – Irvine, Robert had
assumed a managerial role in one of the largest theaters in the area. “I learned everything
there was to learn about managing the P&L to churn a profit,” Robert recalls. But after
graduating with a Civil Engineering degree, Robert decided to find a new challenge,
accepting a position at Southwest Airlines. “Working in corporate America gave me
fantastic experience in understanding how to run large enterprises efficiently.” But
Robert chafed under the ‘command and control’ environment of large enterprises and
worried about the lack of job security inherent in middle management. “It was a time
when mergers were happening everywhere. When a merger or acquisition took place,
entire divisions were let go. Lot’s of good people simply found themselves without a job.
That’s an unfortunate, but real aspect of efficiency in those kinds of situations.”
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Fortunately, Robert had a fall back. His family had been involved in real estate for many
years. Robert had occasionally gotten involved in projects and had learned a lot about the
business of real estate investing. His corporate experience provided the practical
experience of managing people and processes at a large scale. Returning to the family
business, Robert quickly became immersed in the “flipping frenzy” in southern California.
“Asset managers at banks kept calling, offering properties at great discounts. The
opportunity was tremendous if one had the capital to make acquisitions and knew how
to manage the fix and flip business,” Robert remembers. “We were able to ride
that train for several years, until conditions began to change and we recognized we
needed to look elsewhere for high returns at reasonable risk levels.”

Like many real estate fund managers, Robert had a challenge: where to deploy capital
profitably. “Capital needs to be deployed quickly in order to produce the kinds of returns
real estate fund investors have come to expect. We just can’t sit on it. But we also can't
deploy it in high risk situations, And, our investors aren't interested in the modest longterm returns that the ‘hold and rent’ market offers.” So, Robert began to look for a new
avenue, a new place within the vast real estate market where capital could be deployed
quickly, risk was low to moderate and returns could be exceptional.
That’s when Robert met Dave Bynum and Jerry Conti, co-founders of LuxHomePro, a
leader in training and services for the rapidly emerging vacation rentals industry. “I had a
chance to meet Jerry and Dave and learn what was driving growth in the vacation rentals
market,” Robert says, “I asked about the fundamentals, the forces driving growth.” Liking
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what he heard, Robert decided to attend a three-day training event produced by
LuxHomePro in Scottsdale, Arizona.
What he learned there convinced Robert that the fundamentals driving growth in
vacation rentals were very similar to those that had spawned the flipping craze a decade
ago. “The specifics are unique, but the fundamental business drivers underlying growth
in the vacation rental space are very much like those we profited from in flipping years
ago,” Robert says. The trick, Robert says, to understand the primary value-driver in
vacation rentals is to understand who is now in the place where the banks were ten or
twelve years ago. “The value-driver is different from the ‘demand-driver’ and both are
important. But I sense that a lot of people are focused only on the demand drivers right
now,” Robert cautions.

jessica-furtney
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The demand-driver in vacation rentals is centered upon the increasing proclivity among
travelers for the unique experience of renting a vacation home, rather than staying in a
hotel. It is being initially fueled by Millennials in their thirst for unique experiences and
their propensity for group travel. But now everyone is getting into the act as millions of
travelers shift from hotels to private homes and apartments as their first choice for
accommodations. Sites like AirBnB, VRBO and Home Away process thousands of lodging
transactions weekly. In fact, according to CBRE, AirBnB accommodations alone now
account for 9% of all lodging units in the 10 largest U.S. markets. What’s more, AirBnB
units are doubling annually, while the hotel industry is adding new units at only about 1%
each year.

The truly remarkable thing about the growth in peer-to-peer lodging (P2P) is that only
about 10% of travelers today are even aware of it’s existence. Yet, according to
Bloomberg, once people have tried P2P lodging at least once, they’re hooked, with just
40% saying they still prefer hotels. Goldman Sachs research into this consumer trend
confirms that “people 'do a 180' in their preferences once they use P2P lodging. They
move directly from preferring traditional hotels to preferring P2P accommodations."
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While the data excited Robert, the analyst in him wanted to understand the supply-side
of the market, because that’s where a fund like his could make acquisitions of in-demand
rental properties that could dramatically outperform ‘traditional’ long-term rental
models. “I loved what I heard about consumer demand for short-term rentals,” Robert
recalls, “but the value-driver for an investor like me has to do with the price at which I
can acquire properties, the cost of maintaining them and the annual value per unit I can
achieve.” Robert quickly realized that acquisitions in the vacation rental space could not
be done in the same way that his fund acquired properties to flip in the past. “There is
nobody in the position the banks were in – where not only did they hold hundreds or
thousands of properties, but were highly motivated to sell them,” Robert says. “In the
future there may be groups that own dozens or even hundreds of vacation rentals and
may have a motivation to sell them at a discounted rate, but today there is nobody in that
position. Instead, there are thousands of properties ‘potentially’ for sale, but held by
thousands of individuals and not
necessarily on the market.”
“I immediately saw that vacation rentals
presented a great opportunity for
thousands of people who, like me, were
experiencing dwindling profits from
flipping. The fundamentals are so similar. A
person can make a tremendous profit on
just one property, just like they did years
ago when flipping,” Robert believes, “but
this is all new. Few people really have the
knowledge or experience to teach people
how to do this, how to maximize profit and
reduce risk. I saw that the team at
LuxHomePro was an exception. They knew the business inside and out and their students
were making tens of thousands of dollars monthly on each property.”
But for Robert to play profitably in this emerging niche, he needed to have a way to deploy
significant investor capital, meaning he needed an efficient method for finding, acquiring
and leasing multiple properties. “Being an analyst at heart, I wanted to see the entire
process, all the details that go into finding, upgrading, marketing and managing a vacation
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rental, then see how I could scale it,” Robert says. “I was amazed at how much of that
process Dave Bynum and the LuxHomePro team shared at the event I attended. I felt like
I could literally get in to this niche right away after the event,” Robert recalls. “But I still
needed a methodology for scaling it,” he cautions, “because I learned long ago that scaling
up efficiently isn't always possible.”

Robert decided to become a student and immerse himself in the LuxHomePro system to
understand the value-drivers fueling growth on the acquisitions side of the vacation rental
niche and how to scale them efficiently. “Banks used to call me every day offering
properties at a discount off fair market value. Acquisitions were a piece of cake in those
early days of the flipping craze. How could I find similar value and find it efficiently in this
vacation rental niche? That’s what I wanted to know.”
Today, Robert has learned where those value drivers are and how to scale acquisitions of
properties suitable for converting to vacation rentals. “LuxHomePro has a system and
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technology tools that help identify suitable properties, that's the first key I was looking
for,” Robert says. “Most importantly, it helps identify potentially motivated sellers based
on an entire set of criteria that I wouldn't have known to look for on my own, even with
all the experience I have.” But, Robert says, identifying suitable properties and motivated
sellers is just one important part of the process. “You still have to know how to approach
owners, how to negotiate deals and how to manage the entire process of setting up the
property as a vacation rental.” Robert says the LuxHomePro system and team has done
an exceptional job of preparing him and assisting him through those processes. “This is a
tremendous opportunity, but you need expert help to get it right the first time because
there is a unique mix of property selection, negotiation, regulation and business
operations factors involved,” Robert cautions.

Robert learned another trick along the way. “As a flipper I was so ingrained in a process
involving an acquisition, upgrade and sale. I had to own the property in order to profit
from its’ sale. I was amazed to learn that LuxHomePro students were enjoying all the
benefits of ownership, without any of the costs and risks of an owner!” This was an
epiphany for Robert. “Ultimately, we may still choose to buy properties, outfit them as
vacation rentals, hold them for income and later sell them if the price is right,” Robert
says. “But I’ve learned that one can simply rent a great property on a long-term basis,
then sub-rent it on a short-term basis and earn 3 to 5 times he monthly income of a
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traditional flip and hold strategy, where you have all the carrying costs and far less
monthly rental income.”
As he deepens his foray into the vacation rental business, Robert has become attracted
to one niche in particular. “I always wanted to own or control huge luxury properties. I
once owned a castle in Germany, but it turned into a money pit – I mean, imagine heating
a castle through a German winter! But as I learned from LuxHomePro, the high end of the
vacation rental business has incredible potential, because the income potential
dramatically outpaces the cost of control.”

Robert is not alone in this line of thinking. While much P2P lodging growth has been driven
by budget-conscious travelers, today individuals with high-end properties are competing
with 4 and 5 star hotels and resorts for guest stays. Great markets exist nationally for the
luxury vacation rental niche, but most are concentrated in “destination” areas such as
Florida, Arizona, California, the Mid-Atlantic coast and both eastern and western ski resort
towns.
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Dave Bynum, Co-Founder of LuxHomePro and a veteran real
estate investor believes that “the emergence of this luxury
rentals niche provides a rare opportunity for investing into the
very high revenues from luxury short-term rentals without
taking on the burdens of ownership.” The trick, according to
Bynum, who students lease or operate more than a dozen
luxury rental properties, is understanding how to find the right
property. “Not every property is conducive to the luxury niche.
For that reason, Bynum says, “we analyze dozens of factors
that the average person might not consider when assessing a
property for the luxury rental niche.”
For Robert and his investing partners that level of analysis and
native wisdom is the key to their decision to “flip the page” on
flipping and deploy capital to the rapidly expanding vacation rental marketplace. “Dave and
the LuxHomePro team already have that level of experience and expertise it took me years
to develop in the flipping niche. My investors don't have the time or patience for me to
undertake that kind of education on my own, so the LuxHomePro team is adding huge value
for us.”
And what would Robert say to the average ‘flipper’ out there who is seeing rising costs and
declining profits?
“Get in to the vacation rental space now, while opportunity is still so great and competition
for the best properties is still low,” Robert advises. “But don't jump in thinking it is all just an
easy ride to huge profits. One reason competition in this niche may remain low for a while is
that few people have the knowledge and experience on the acquisitions side or the
management side to understand where the best value is and how to maximize its potential.
Get educated. Get help. LuxHomePro got me up and running, out there looking for properties
within just a few weeks. Now, they’re helping me and my team on the acquisitions,
negotiations and systems to put in place to maximize returns through efficient scaling. They
can do it for you too.”
For more information about LuxHomePro, visit their website at www.LuxHomePro.com
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